Localities remain active as plaintiffs, asserting claims that, until recently, were understood to belong to states alone. Undeterred by setbacks in some previously filed cases, municipalities have continued to use lawsuits—rather than policymaking—as their preferred vehicle for addressing alleged harms that are national, and even international, in origin and scope.
Municipality Litigation: A Continuing Threat†

In March 2019, ILR released its groundbreaking white paper Mitigating Municipality Litigation: Scope and Solutions, which examined the worrisome surge in litigation by cities, counties, and other political subdivisions seeking to hold the business community responsible for a wide range of societal ills.

Two years later, localities remain active as plaintiffs, asserting claims that, until recently, were understood to belong to states alone. Undeterred by setbacks in some previously filed cases, municipalities have continued to use lawsuits—rather than policymaking—as their preferred vehicle for addressing alleged harms that are national, and even international, in origin and scope.

The upward trend in municipality litigation is unmistakable. The number of municipality suits against energy companies on the basis of global warming, for instance, has doubled since the release of Mitigating Municipality Litigation, with cities from Annapolis, Maryland to Honolulu, Hawaii jumping on the bandwagon.

Moreover, the areas targeted by municipal plaintiffs have grown from opioid abuse, climate change, and data privacy breaches to include e-cigarettes, content streaming services, and a variety of others. These new suits generally retain the features of previously filed ones: among other things, they seek to address harms that are alleged to be widespread (and often the subject of media coverage), and they involve claims that would be challenging for individual plaintiffs to prove, because of difficulties in demonstrating harm, causation, and foreseeability. Armed with novel theories of liability and supported by throngs of private contingency fee counsel, municipal plaintiffs remain an ongoing and disruptive threat to business.

Especially given its persistent expansion, municipality litigation continues to warrant scrutiny by policymakers. This edition of ILR Briefly provides an overview of the basic aspects of this trend, including the factors that are driving municipality litigation, the serious issues it raises, and recent developments in high-profile cases. Finally, this paper summarizes the various, mainly legislative solutions that state leaders might pursue—and that some have enacted already—to curb municipality litigation. This focus on lawmaking recognizes that, while federal and state courts have their part to play in rejecting meritless claims asserted by municipal plaintiffs, state legislators are uniquely situated to decelerate or reverse this trend.
Multiple Drivers of Municipality Litigation

As discussed in Mitigating Municipality Litigation, a variety of motivating factors explain why a municipality might turn to litigation. These pressures have become even more acute in the last two years, which could explain the uptick in lawsuits and suggest that more cases might be on the horizon.

First, municipalities may be suing businesses over nationwide problems because of their impatience with the pace at which national policymakers are tackling those problems. In the area of climate change, for instance, municipal plaintiffs (in some instances, reportedly under pressure from activist organizations) have asked courts to get involved, rather than calling on the political branches of government for solutions, as at least some courts have recognized that plaintiffs should do. Despite the different climate change policies and personnel of the Biden administration, however, plaintiffs continue to aggressively pursue litigation begun under the Trump administration.

Second, cities and counties may bring suit in the hope of a significant financial recovery, like the one that resulted from the tobacco settlement of the 1990s, as well as the fear that they must bring suit to secure their share of any proceeds. The prospect of a substantial recovery is reportedly even more attractive in times of reduced municipal funding like these, when localities may be looking to cover budget shortfalls.

Third, municipalities might see little downside to bringing suit, given the attractive terms commonly proposed by the outside lawyers who pitch them on becoming plaintiffs. Under a typical arrangement, the municipality hires the outside lawyers to handle the day-to-day litigation, thereby minimizing involvement by public employees, which is itself a cause for concern. The outside lawyers are then paid a significant portion of any recovery, which could climb to 35 percent or even higher. This set-up obviates the need for cash-strapped localities to pay for their lawyers’ services up front or even as they go—rather, they pay for it later and only if the suit succeeds. As a result, even the smallest municipalities are incentivized to participate in complex national litigation, despite lacking the necessary personnel, resources, specialized knowledge, or experience.

“The prospect of a substantial recovery is reportedly even more attractive in times of reduced municipal funding like these, when localities may be looking to cover budget shortfalls.”

The opioid lawsuits illustrate this dynamic well. With settlement dollars from some of the many suits forthcoming, a coalition of 31 health organizations recently released a set of principles to guide state and local spending of these funds. Their first principle—to “use the funds to add to rather than replace existing spending”—recognizes the reality that, “given the economic downturn, many states and localities will be tempted to use the dollars to fill holes in their budgets.”

With settlement dollars from some of the many suits forthcoming, a coalition of 31 health organizations recently released a set of principles to guide state and local spending of these funds. Their first principle—to “use the funds to add to rather than replace existing spending”—recognizes the reality that, “given the
Problems With Municipality Litigation

The increase in municipality suits is worrisome for numerous reasons,12 raising issues that have only become more apparent in the last few years.

DISPLACEMENT OF STATE AUTHORITY

By bringing expansive suits on behalf of themselves and their residents, municipalities arrogate to themselves an authority that traditionally only existed at the state level. It is generally a state attorney general (AG) alone who enjoys parens patriae authority to represent the state’s citizens in litigation. Not surprisingly, some state AGs have resisted municipal plaintiffs’ attempted usurpation of their role.13

What is more, in seeking to force corporate defendants to alter their conduct—conduct that often is already the subject of national or state regulation—municipal plaintiffs also improperly assume a policymaking function through the courts that squarely and solely belongs to Congress or state legislatures.14

PREVENTION OF GLOBAL RESOLUTION

Because the number of potential municipal plaintiffs could be in the thousands, their involvement threatens the potential for any global resolution, as it ensures protracted litigation and prevents the certainty and finality on which businesses specifically, and defendants generally, rely. Again, one need look no further than the ongoing opioid lawsuits, which illustrate the complexity of negotiations involving so many plaintiffs—more than a 40-fold increase over the number of opportunity for holdouts. Unsurprisingly, there have been reports of disputes over the terms of the opioid settlement and control of the proceeds.15

UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF RELIEF

A system that allows individual municipalities to bring suit creates a strong likelihood that any relief—assuming it is warranted—will not be equitably distributed to victims. The damages recovered in a state-brought suit can be shared on a statewide basis (as determined by state law or officials), but a series of municipality suits makes uneven outcomes more likely.

If successful, some municipalities and their residents might obtain large recoveries, far out of proportion to their claimed harms; other prevailing municipalities might receive less than they might otherwise be entitled to.16 Meanwhile, the residents of municipalities that lose their cases, or decline to bring suit, will receive nothing. The traditional approach of a state-brought suit minimizes the potential for a race to the courthouse by certain municipalities and the resulting inequities.
DIVERSION OF COMPENSATION
Finally, the common arrangement by which localities finance their lawsuits—contingency fee contracts with outside counsel—redirects billions of dollars in recovery that otherwise would go to the localities and their citizens. Those contracts can eliminate 35 percent or more of the municipal plaintiffs’ recovery. Providing that state AGs alone may represent state residents in suits over matters of statewide concern would reduce the potential that compensation will be unnecessarily diverted.

A Range of High-Profile Targets
Notwithstanding the limited success their cases are achieving, localities have continued to use litigation to address a variety of high-profile issues.

ENERGY/ENVIRONMENTAL
Perhaps the most noticeable development in municipality litigation in the last two years has been the acceleration of suits by municipalities (as well as states) seeking to hold energy companies responsible for the effects of global warming. More than a dozen municipalities, mostly in coastal areas, are now pressing their claims in state and federal court. The newest plaintiffs are Honolulu, Hawaii; Hoboken, New Jersey; Charleston, South Carolina; Maui, Hawaii; Annapolis, Maryland; and, just weeks before the publication of this paper, Anne Arundel County, Maryland. Like previous plaintiffs, they assert claims sounding in nuisance and products liability. Increasingly, however, municipal plaintiffs are also alleging violations of their state consumer protection laws, which they claim as additional grounds for proceeding in state court.

Even as municipalities are initiating new lawsuits, earlier-filed suits have largely been stalled by arguments over whether they should proceed in state or federal court. These cases have foundered, both on jurisdictional grounds and the merits, in part because they are ill-suited to address an issue that is fundamentally global in nature.

"These cases have foundered, both on jurisdictional grounds and the merits, in part because they are ill-suited to address an issue that is fundamentally global in nature."

Corporation, the Second Circuit affirmed the dismissal of the city’s claims, noting that “[g]lobal warming presents a uniquely international problem of national concern” that is “not well-suited to the application of state law.” It explained that, although “numerous federal statutory regimes and international treaties … provide interlocking frameworks for regulating greenhouse gas emissions, as well as enforcement mechanisms to ensure that those regulations are followed,” the city “sidestepped those procedures and instead instituted a state-law tort suit against five oil companies to recover damages caused by those companies’ admittedly legal commercial conduct in producing and selling fossil fuels around the world.”

The court summarized well the central weakness in the plaintiffs’ case: “The question … is whether municipalities may utilize state tort law to hold multinational oil companies liable for the damages caused..."
by global greenhouse gas emissions. Given
the nature of the harm and the existence of a
complex web of federal and international
environmental law regulating such
emissions, ... the
answer is ‘no.’”
Notwithstanding
these setbacks, however, municipal
plaintiffs appear
determined
to continue litigating
their claims, whether
in state or federal
court.26

OPIOIDS
Through sheer numbers of
plaintiffs—numbering in the
thousands—the many state and
federal lawsuits relating to
opioids continue to dominate
the landscape of municipal
litigation.27 The multidistrict
litigation consolidated before the
U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of Ohio is
proceeding, though not without
difficulties.28 COVID-19 has
delayed some trials, and the
novel “negotiation class”
mechanism adopted by the
court—an attempt to solve the
global-resolution and unequal-
distribution issues discussed
earlier—was overturned by the
Sixth Circuit.29 While some drug
manufacturer and distributor
defendants agreed to global
resolutions, cases against other
defendants remain, in part
because of disagreement
among state and municipal
plaintiffs about the terms of a
settlement.30 At the time of
publication, one bellwether trial
involving drug distributors is
underway in West Virginia
federal court,31 another involving
pharmacies is scheduled to start
in October,32 and five cases
against pharmacies have been
chosen for future bellwether
trials.33 Numerous other cases
remain pending in state court.34
In the meantime, municipalities
continue to sue new defendants
in opioid-related lawsuits.35

DATA PRIVACY
A third type of case brought by
municipalities in recent years
has targeted corporations
whose customer data has been
hacked or inadvertently
released.36 These cases have
mostly been centered in
California, which
adopted the nation’s
first data breach
notification law and, in
2018, adopted a
sweeping consumer
privacy protection law.
These suits (e.g., San
Diego’s against
Experian;37 San
Francisco’s against
Equifax38) often are
filed alongside
massive class actions.
Although the
municipalities’ suits
may result in only
modest settlements,39
their increasing
incidence shows a willingness
to test new theories of liability.
For instance, Chicago’s suit
against Marriott and a subsidiary
for their 2018 security breach
rests on the claim that “the
defendants violated the city’s
Municipal Code by violating the
Illinois Consumer Fraud and
Deceptive Business Practices
Act, a statute typically enforced
by the Illinois Attorney
General.”40 The court upheld
this claim against numerous
challenges, concluding it was a
“legitimate exercise of the City’s
home rule authority and does
not violate the Illinois
Constitution.”41

E-CIGARETTES
Since 2018, hundreds of
lawsuits have been filed in
state and federal court against
e-cigarette maker JUUL Labs
Inc., its part-owner Altria Group

“The question ... is whether
municipalities may utilize state tort
law to hold multinational oil
companies liable for the damages
caused by global greenhouse gas
emissions. Given the nature of the
harm and the existence of a
complex web of federal and
international environmental law
regulating such emissions, ... the
answer is “no.””
Inc., and their individual officers and directors, alleging that they misleadingly marketed e-cigarette products, hid the products’ health hazards, and inappropriately targeted teenagers. In October 2019, roughly 350 of these suits—including more than a hundred brought by municipalities and local school districts—were bundled together in multidistrict litigation (MDL) before the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, where they continue to be litigated. Earlier this year, the lawsuits brought by Rochester, New Hampshire and King County, Washington were chosen as two of the six bellwether cases to proceed to trial first.

The plaintiffs’ cases rest on a variety of theories under California law and other states’ laws, from racketeering and fraud to false advertising and products liability. Among other things, the local governments in particular pleaded public nuisance under Arizona, California, Florida, New York, and Pennsylvania law, and seek abatement, injunctive relief, compensatory, and punitive damages. The MDL court has largely permitted these causes of action to proceed. For instance, during the first wave of motions to dismiss, the court accepted the government entities’ nuisance theory—that defendants “created a public nuisance by producing, promoting, distributing, and

PUBLIC NUISANCE

Of the causes of action regularly asserted by municipal plaintiffs, public nuisance is frequently their favorite. Although the tort originally developed to address tangible injuries related to land, air, and water, and traditionally required that individual plaintiffs demonstrate a special injury to assert a claim, in recent years enterprising plaintiffs and their lawyers have aggressively tested the boundaries of the tort. Plaintiffs have sought to use public nuisance to combat a wide range of purported social ills, from asbestos and tobacco to firearms and lead paint. They have advocated, for instance, that courts recognize a “public right” to be free from the threats of certain products or conditions.

Some courts have refused to recognize such invented ‘rights’ and have dismissed plaintiffs’ theories, properly concluding that public nuisance cannot be used to sidestep compliance with the requirements of more appropriate causes of action. Some courts have refused to recognize such invented “rights” and have dismissed plaintiffs’ theories, properly concluding that public nuisance cannot be used to sidestep compliance with the requirements of more appropriate causes of action. For instance, as the Second Circuit recognized in affirming the dismissal of New York City’s climate-change suit, “the City effectively seeks to replace ... carefully crafted frameworks [imposed by federal statutory regimes and international treaties]—which are the product of the political process—with a patchwork of claims under state nuisance law.” Defendants must be vigilant in ensuring that public nuisance does not gain judicial acceptance as a catch-all cause of action, lest it become “a monster that would devour in one gulp the entire law of tort.”
marketing JUUL products for underage use in their school districts and counties. It specifically rejected defendants’ argument that that theory would “expand public nuisance law beyond its traditional boundaries and into product liability.” During a second wave of motions to dismiss earlier this year, it doubled down on that conclusion, despite an intervening Colorado state court decision dismissing the State of Colorado’s public nuisance claim against JUUL and holding that the sale of JUUL products cannot constitute a public nuisance under Colorado law.

While it is too early to draw many conclusions from these cases, already the influence of the opioid litigation is apparent. In denying the defendants’ motions to dismiss, for instance, the MDL court expressly found “instructive” the analysis of the federal court handling the opioid MDL in rejecting the municipal cost recovery rule ...

“ In denying the defendants’ motions to dismiss, for instance, the MDL court expressly found ‘instructive’ the analysis of the federal court handling the opioid MDL in rejecting the municipal cost recovery rule ... ”

OTHER EMERGING CASES
Several other categories of cases, although not as high-profile as those described above, appear to be coming into municipalities’ crosshairs. First, cities and water districts from Pennsylvania to California have begun bringing suit against manufacturers of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), asserting hundreds of millions of dollars in damages based on the alleged need to remediate drinking water sources. While private suits against PFAS manufacturers are not a recent development, suits by localities and water districts appear to be picking up, with several more filed this year. Second, numerous localities across the country have partnered with outside contingency fee counsel and sued Hulu, Netflix, and other streaming services, demanding payment of utility fees on the theory that, like cable operators, those companies deliver services through wirelines located on public rights of way. Although these latter cases differ in kind from others, they do demonstrate localities’ increased litigiousness, especially in the face of budget crunches, as well as their willingness to file copycat actions when another municipality provides a lead to follow.
A Number of Possible Solutions

Given the proliferation of suits by cities and counties, and its implications for the legal orders of the states, the timely resolution of claims, and the fulsome compensation of victims, it is not surprising that state-level policymakers would be interested in understanding their options for curbing this trend. Part II of Mitigating Municipality Litigation identified and analyzed four sets of solutions for keeping would-be municipal plaintiffs in check.

PRECLUDING OR DISCOURAGING PLAINTIFFS

Because municipalities are "creatures of the state" and generally may exercise only the powers conferred on them by state law, states could modify their law to preclude or discourage cities and counties from serving as plaintiffs (subject to limitations of the state’s constitutional or home-rule provisions). States might statutorily eliminate municipalities’ power to bring suit or assert specific causes of action, or codify localities’ lack of parens patriae authority to bring suit. States also could impose additional hurdles on would-be municipal plaintiffs—for instance, by requiring state-level approval to file or maintain a suit. Finally, states could discourage localities from bringing suit by limiting the use of (or compensation allowable to) outside contingency fee counsel, or by statutorily reducing the types and amounts of damages that are recoverable.

"Because municipalities are 'creatures of the state' and generally may exercise only the powers conferred on them by state law, states could modify their law to preclude or discourage cities and counties from serving as plaintiffs ..."

TRANSPARENCY IN PRIVATE ATTORNEY CONTRACTING

Transparency is an essential tool for ensuring that public contracts are necessary and fair. To that end, nearly half the states have enacted some version of the Transparency in Private Attorney Contracting Act (TIPAC), which governs the terms under which a state may hire outside counsel to represent the state and its agencies. Among other things, TIPAC forbids an AG from entering into a contingency fee contract without first determining that the representation would be cost-effective and in the public interest. It also includes a graduated schedule that puts ceilings on the fee percentages to which an AG is authorized to agree when retaining outside counsel. States could, at a minimum, consider extending these requirements to municipalities that enter into contracts for outside counsel.
LIMITING THE RANGE OF DEFENDANTS
States could reduce municipal suits by limiting the range of defendants who may be targeted in litigation.\(^{62}\) Like the federal government,\(^{63}\) states often enact statutes that limit suits against particular industries. For instance, every state has a version of a “right to farm act,” to limit the exposure of agricultural operations to nuisance claims,\(^{64}\) and many states have enacted so-called “commonsense consumption acts” to exempt food manufacturers and retailers from liability premised on weight gain, obesity, or related health conditions.\(^{65}\) In particular cases, and depending on state law, a state AG also might regulate the liability of particular defendants by settling, on a statewide basis, the claims raised or likely to be raised by localities.\(^{66}\)

MODIFYING CAUSES OF ACTION
Another strategy for lowering the incidence of municipal litigation is to restrict the availability of the causes of action under which municipalities might bring suit.\(^{67}\) To help curb the rampant abuse of the tort of nuisance, for instance, states could statutorily limit the circumstances under which activities “may be deemed to be a nuisance,”\(^{68}\) or specifically exclude conduct that is compliant with relevant state or federal regulations.\(^{69}\) Enacting traditional tort-reform measures—such as reducing the time period in which certain claims may be brought, and imposing tougher bars to suit and recovery—would also serve to limit suits.

LIMITING AVAILABLE FORUMS
States could limit the forums in which municipal plaintiffs can bring actions.\(^{70}\) Because states control the jurisdiction of their own courts, whether by constitutional or statutory provision, they could choose to limit the claims that their courts can consider or the relief they may order. Some states have considered such measures,\(^{71}\) but examples are more common at the federal level.\(^{72}\)

States have at their disposal a variety of tools to reduce or eliminate altogether the incidence of municipal litigation. In weighing potential options, however, state legislators should be careful to account for differences in their individual state’s constitution and existing laws.

“\begin{quote}
To help curb the rampant abuse of the tort of nuisance, for instance, states could statutorily limit the circumstances under which activities ‘may be deemed to be a nuisance,’ or specifically exclude conduct that is compliant with relevant state or federal regulations.
\end{quote}”
State Responses

State leaders have demonstrated not only interest in these solutions, but a willingness to propose legislative changes to effectuate them. In 2019, Texas enacted one of the solutions mentioned above: a state-level check on the ability of a political subdivision to enter into a contingency fee contract for legal services. Under the new statutory requirement, before a proposed contract becomes “effective and enforceable, the political subdivision must” disclose its purpose and terms and “receive attorney general approval of the contract.” The statute provides two substantive bases on which the AG may refuse to approve the contract: (1) “the legal matter that is the subject of the contract presents one or more questions of law or fact that are in common with a matter the state has already addressed or is pursuing”; and (2) “pursuit of the matter by the political subdivision will not promote the just and efficient resolution of the matter.” The bill passed the legislature with overwhelming and bi-partisan support, and the statute has been applied several times to prevent municipalities from bringing suit. Other states, including Tennessee and Kansas, have considered similar legislation.

The Texas statute promotes at least two worthy goals—transparency in public contracting, and protection of the AG’s authority to address issues that are of statewide concern. The latter goal has also been the express aim of legislative efforts in other states. A bill introduced in Florida this year, for instance, would have given the state’s AG “sole authority to file a civil proceeding on behalf of the … governmental entities in this state” that are “affected” by “a matter of great governmental concern” as declared by the legislature and defined as “caus[ing] substantial economic loss or other harm of a similar nature to governmental entities in 15 or more counties in this state.” The AG also would have been authorized to intervene, or “consolidate, dismiss, release, settle, or take action that he or she believes to be in the public interest[,] in any civil proceeding in state or federal court pertaining to a matter of great governmental concern.” Another bill would have authorized the AG to determine when an action involves a “matter of great governmental concern”—defined there as “conduct or harm that adversely affects the interests of citizens of at least five counties of this state”—as well as to stay any action involving such a matter while deciding whether to bring her own action. The legislature adjourned before final passage of the bills.

States are expected to continue considering changes to state law in upcoming legislative sessions.
Conclusion

Cities and counties, armed with private contingency fee counsel, continue to bring high-profile lawsuits that target a range of corporate conduct. As municipal plaintiffs grow in number and experience, their role at the forefront of public litigation is poised to become a permanent one, unless states act to confine their ability to bring and maintain suit. But, as described above, a number of sensible strategies are available to state leaders looking to curb municipality litigation. While it is difficult to predict the future trajectory of municipality litigation—which may depend on the outcome of pending cases—it remains a worrisome trend that warrants close scrutiny.
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